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Preface
The International Conference on Topology “Topology in Kyoto” was held at the Department of Mathematics of Kyoto Uni-
versity, Kyoto, Japan, from December 3–7, 2007. This was a joint conference with the 4th Japan–Mexico Topology Conference.
The academic program of this international meeting was divided in Algebraic Topology, Continuum Theory, Dynamical
Systems, Geometric Topology, Knot Theory, Set-Theoretic Topology and Set-Theory. The conference was attended by nearly
220 participants from several countries.
Organizing Committee
• Chair: A. Kono and S. García-Ferreira.
• Algebraic Topology: N. Iwase and M.A. Xicotencatl.
• Dynamical Systems: H. Kokubu.
• Knot Theory: A. Kawauchi and M. Eudave-Muñoz.
• Continuum Theory and Geometric Topology: H. Kato and S. Antonyan.
• Set-Theory and Set-Theoretic Topology: T. Nogura, A. Tamariz-Mascarua and D. Rebolledo-Rojas.
We appreciate the support received from our sponsors: 21st Century COE Programs of Kyoto University and Osaka City
University.
The guest editors would like to thank the authors for their submissions, and the referees for their careful reviews of
the manuscripts. In the knot theory section, Professors S. Kamada, T. Kanenobu, Y. Nakanishi and M. Sakuma helped the
editorial work. We would like to express our gratitude to the Managing Editors of this Journal, J. van Mill and J.E. Vaughan,
for their assistance during the preparation of these Proceedings.
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